
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-9: /ou/ and /ô/

Spelling Words Review

bounce

frown

mountain

  drawn

false

couch 

howling

  always

  scouted

  sauce

  pounce 

  coleslaw

  squawk 

  awful

sprout

scrounge 

slouch  

awning 

aloud

jigsaw 

 

mobile

recognize

throat

Challenge

tomahawk

roundabout  

Answer the questions.

1.  Is the word mountain a noun or a verb?                                                          ______________________
                                         

2.  Is the word awful a verb or an adjective?                 ______________________

                                                       

3.  Is the word jigsaw a compound word?                                                           ______________________

     
                    
4.  Is the word howling a compound word?                                                         ______________________
                            
        
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  untrue or incorrect                            _________________________

6.  stand or sit in a drooping or lazy way           _________________________

7.  make a facial expression of displeasure                       _________________________

8.  beg or borrow            _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    upneco       ___________________       hint: spring or swoop to catch prey

10.  pstuor          ___________________       hint: to begin to grow or germinate
 

11.  kusaqw        ___________________       hint: a loud, honking noise made by a bird 

12.  uhocc          ___________________       hint: a piece of furniture  
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Name: _________________________________                                List D-9: /ou/ and /ô/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

bounce drawn always scouted

awning coleslaw aloud sauce

13.  Mr. Laghari installed an  _______________________  on his back deck to create extra shade.    

14.  Mrs. Walsh makes the most delicious  _______________________  I've ever tasted.    

15.  Instead of reading her book silently, Charlotte decided to read it  _______________________

to her stuffed bear.    

16. The spaghetti  _______________________  served at the restaurant was too watery for 

my taste. 
 
17. According to the survey directions, you answer the questions using “_____________________,”

“Sometimes,” or “Never.” 

18. Nathaniel showed his mother the sketch of a lighthouse he had  _______________________. 

19. I think this basketball needs to be filled up with more air because it doesn't 

_______________________ well. 

20. The boys  _______________________  for a good place to pitch their camping tent.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word means “able to move around easily or            __________________________

freely”?      
 

22. Which review word is a part of the body?                                 __________________________
                

23. Name the review word that means “to identify something as        __________________________

familiar.”       

24. Which challenge word comes first in alphabetical order?              __________________________

25. Which challenge word comes second in alphabetical order?       __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-9: /ou/ and /ô/

Spelling Words Review

bounce

frown

mountain

drawn 

false 

couch

howling

   always

   scouted

   sauce

   pounce

   coleslaw

   squawk 

awful 

 sprout  

scrounge 

slouch 

awning 

 aloud

 jigsaw 

mobile

recognize

throat

Challenge

tomahawk

roundabout 

Answer the questions.

1.  Is the word mountain a noun or a verb?                                                          noun
                                         

2.  Is the word awful a verb or an adjective?                 adjective

                                                       

3.  Is the word jigsaw a compound word?                                                           yes

     
                    
4.  Is the word howling a compound word?                                                         no
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  untrue or incorrect                            false

6.  stand or sit in a drooping or lazy way           slouch

7.  make a facial expression of displeasure                       frown

8.  beg or borrow            scrounge
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    upneco       pounce        hint: spring or swoop to catch prey

10.  pstuor          sprout              hint: to begin to grow or germinate
 

11.  kusaqw        squawk        hint: a loud, honking noise made by a bird 

12.  uhocc          couch        hint: a piece of furniture  
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Name: _________________________________                                List D-9: /ou/ and /ô/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

bounce drawn always scouted

awning coleslaw aloud sauce

13.  Mr. Laghari installed an awning on his back deck to create extra shade.    

14.  Mrs. Walsh makes the most delicious coleslaw I've ever tasted.    

15.  Instead of reading her book silently, Charlotte decided to read it aloud

to her stuffed bear.    

16. The spaghetti sauce served at the restaurant was too watery for 

my taste. 
 
17. According to the survey directions, you answer the questions using “Always,”

“Sometimes,” or “Never.” 

18. Nathaniel showed his mother the sketch of a lighthouse he had drawn. 

19. I think this basketball needs to be filled up with more air because it doesn't 

bounce well. 

20. The boys scouted for a good place to pitch their camping tent.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word means “able to move around easily or freely”? mobile
 

22. Which review word is a part of the body?                                 throat
                

23. Name the review word that means “to identify something as        recognize

familiar.”       

24. Which challenge word comes first in alphabetical order?              roundabout

25. Which challenge word comes second in alphabetical order?       tomahawk
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